NOTICE

Support for students during the lockdown period due to COVID-19.

Students are hereby informed that during the closure of college due to lockdown they may contact the following staff members of the college on their phone for academic/general enquiries and queries:

1. Mr. Rajesh Kumar (For Science students) Mob: 9868079881
2. Mr. Basakhu Ram (For Arts students) Mob: 9717164550
3. Mr. Om Prakash (For Commence students) Mob: 7065131770
4. Mr. Deepak Kumar (Queries regarding scholarships) Mob: 9810012046
5. Mr. Anand Ram (Cashier) Mob: 9911192736
6. Mr. Rajesh Makkar (SO Admin-For General Information) Mob: 9810911067

Important:
1. Students are advised to check the College website as well as Delhi University website regularly for authentic information.
2. The students may contact the above mentioned college staff only during office hours.

Dr. Gyantosh Kumar Jha
Principal